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District bat week
Color below to give the friendly bats creative Halloween
costumes. Have your parents share your artwork on social
media and tag @DOEE_DC on Twitter and/or Instagram.



District bat week
 The Big Brown Bat is DC’s state mammal. 
They can live over 20 years! 
Big Brown Bats are considered to be one of the
fastest bat species, reaching speeds of up to 40 mph!

 Big Brown Bat Facts
1.
2.
3.



bat weekCounting
How many Halloween elements do you count? 

Color the correct number of dots. 



Instruction: 
Color the correct number of the each Halloween items.

8 9 10 7 6

BAT WEEK
Count & Color



Complete the following idiomatic expressions with a word from the list. 

1) The green-eyed ___________________.
2) Not a ___________________ of a chance.
3) A ___________________ hunt.
4) Over my ___________________ body.
5) A scaredy-___________________.
6) To make someone's ___________________ run cold.
7) To play the ___________________'s advocate.
8) Like a ___________________ out of hell.
9) To be ___________________ stiff.
10) A night ___________________.
11) To make someone's ___________________ boil.
12) To stick a ___________________ into someone. 
13) To ___________________ like a leaf.
14) The ___________________ hour. 
15) To dig one's own ___________________.
16) To work the ___________________ shift.
17) A ___________________ town.
18) Someone wouldn't say ___________________ to a goose. 

BAT - BLOOD (X2) - BOO - CAT - DEAD - DEVIL - GHOST (X2) - GRAVE -
GRAVEYARD - KNIFE - MONSTER - SHAKE - OWL - SCARED - WITCH -

WITCHING

halloween idioms



KEY

1) The green-eyed monster.
2) Not a ghost of a chance.
3) A witch hunt.
4) Over my dead body.
5) A scaredy-cat.
6) To make someone's blood run cold.
7) To play the devil's advocate.
8) Like a bat out of hell.
9) To be scared stiff.
10) A night owl.
11) To make someone's blood boil.
12) To stick a knife into someone. 
13) To shake like a leaf.
14) The witching hour. 
15) To dig one's own grave.
16) To work the graveyard shift.
17) A ghost town.
18) Someone wouldn't say boo to a goose. 

halloween idioms
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